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What a wonderful week! We have been getting 
extremely messy all week but lots of happy faces 
prove everyone is enjoying learning. Everyone 
understands when it is time to get creative, time to 
sing and dance, when to listen and when to try 
their best in their academic studies. A very nice 
energy at the school and one that will ensure 
academic and social growth.   Some new songs 
have helped with pronunciation and hearing 
sounds that some might not be used to, such as 
"th". Circle time is a good confidence builder and 
everyone is participating within their comfort zone, 
enjoying trying (and making mistakes!).

Everyone is very focused on their phonics as we 
introduced the sound "a". The ants march up their arm 
making the sound and lots of reinforcement through a 
huge cardboard letter, worksheets using pencils, finger 
painting, cotton buds and fabric sticking. Lots of fun 
and all the kids are trying so hard, so you should be 
very proud of them. Fine-motor activities have resulted 
in many a concentrating face as they cut, stick, make 
and learn hand-eye co-ordination skills. When your 
children bring home their workbooks each week, please 
go through it with them, ask questions and listen to 
their explanations. Showing your interest and getting 
involved in their schoolwork will really benefit them in 
the future.

Academics

Canada is full of snow right now 
and we made snowmen using 
popcorn in melted marshmallows. 
Very messy, very sticky, but a lot 
of fun!

Help, a tree is growing in the 
classroom! Twisting, taping and 
painting tree branches was a 
popular class activity that needed 
"hands-on" help.

Concentrating is key! The children 
are learning all about the 
importance of staying quiet while 
everyone concentrates and tries 
their hardest to do their best work. 
Well done everyone!

Some highlights of the week

Reminders
We use child-friendly, water-based paints to ensure 
they can be removed in the wash. However, please do 
not let your child wear clothes that are really special to 
them. They might get messy!
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